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THE REVIEWER AND HIS GOALS
Let us begin with the observation that all auditors review (or should review)
workpapers. How each proceeds under specific circumstances will be dictated
primarily by his goals.
•

Self-Review. A l l auditors, from assistants to partners, ought to review their
own workpapers. The individual's goal is to be sure that he has done a good
job, one that will win the approval of his superiors and/or provide a strong
defense against his critics. This is the best review of all. It speeds up the
review by others and minimizes the lost time and motion required to "clean
up" the workpapers.
Self-review is best done as each worksheet or analysis is completed. Among
the questions the accountant should ask himself are the following:
•

Is my work complete?

• Is my worksheet a clear record of the work done and the conclusions
reached?
•
•

Is my work free of clerical errors?

Senior Review. The senior accountant plays the key role in field work. He
lays out and assigns the work of the audit team. Some audit evidence he
obtains personally; some is obtained by his assistants. Only when the entire
body of audit evidence has entered his mind, only when the various pieces
have been fit together can he form an opinion with respect to the financial
statements.
As the senior reviews his assistants' worksheets, he should ask himself such
questions as the following:
•

Has my assistant carried out my instructions?

• Are his worksheets a clear record of the work done and the
conclusions reached?
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Is his work free of clerical errors?

• How does the audit evidence he has obtained fit into all the evidence
we have assembled in the audit?
•

Does this worksheet provide an opportunity for on-the-job training?

The senior's review should be done in two phases. As each worksheet or
analysis is finished, he should read it and have omissions or deficiencies
corrected promptly. As the audit nears completion, he should read through
the entire file to catch oversights, bind up loose ends and make certain that
what he has learned about one account is tied together with all other
accounts that may be related to it.
While observation of the work done by assistants and oral discussion of
their audit problems and findings are useful to the senior accountant, this
formal review provides assurance that the workpapers will satisfy the
requirements of the manager or partner who was not present when the work
was done.
•

Initial Management Review. Adequate staff supervision calls for a review of
the workpapers by someone at the management level—that is, by the manager
or partner responsible for the engagement. Who will do this depends on the
organization of the firm and the circumstances. In Haskins & Sells this review,
called the initial review, is normally made by the manager. How it is made is
the principal burden of this paper, since it is the chief quality-control
procedure in our audit practice.
For the moment let us consider only the goals of the management review
procedure. Among others, the reviewer seeks answers to the following
questions:
• Was there an adequate study and evaluation of internal accounting
control?
• Were the timing and extent of audit tests appropriately related to our
conclusions as to internal control?
• Do the papers disclose the client's accounting policies, and do they
conform to GAAP?
•

Were all necessary audit procedures carried out?

• Was adequate attention given to all material items, and were sensitive
areas given special attention?
• Do the papers constitute a clear record of what was done, by whom
and when?
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• Are the papers free of undone operations, questions raised but not
answered, disparaging remarks, indecisiveness and the like?
•

Have firm policies been followed with respect to:
Indexing and filing?
Use of programs, questionnaires and checklists?
Time budgets and time records?

•

Have we developed constructive suggestions?

• Has our performance been good, and what effect should this have on
billing?
•

Do the papers constitute an adequate guide for next year's audit?

The initial review should be made in the field. Doing it all at one time as
the audit nears completion has the advantage of permitting the manager or
partner to look at the finished package. As a practical matter, however, the
initial review is generally done in a series of visits as the work approaches
completion, with the result that the reviewer must go through the file a
second time to check the clearance of review notes and look at work
completed after earlier visits.
•

Overriding Review. In cases where the initial review is made by a manager, the
partner responsible for the engagement should make an overriding review of
the papers. The following questions point up his goals:
•

Has the audit team done a good job, and are the papers in good order?

• Are there sensitive areas in the audit, and, if so, would the papers
enable the firm to defend itself successfully if its report were challenged?
• Do the papers contain any evidence of carelessness, lack of attention
to detail or negligence?
• A m I personally familiar with the audit and prepared to answer
questions about it?
• Have we rendered top-quality service, and are there practicedevelopment opportunities?
• Are the accountants developing satisfactorily, and are any of them
ready for increased responsibility?
OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING REVIEW
The emphasis thus far on the reviewer's goals should not obscure the fact
that other factors influence the review process.
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The reviewer's approach is inevitably affected by his confidence in the
staff accountant. If the latter is experienced and has proved himself, the
reviewer is naturally less apprehensive of error. If carried to extremes,
however, a confident attitude will deny staff accountants the protection of a
more experienced eye looking over their shoulders.
The reviewer's knowledge of the client's affairs and his interim contacts
with client executives affect the review process. If the reviewer has worked on
the audit in prior years, if he is expert in the industry, if he has discussed
technical problems with the client during the off season, then he will bring to
the review insight and imagination that are denied to the relative stranger.
A client experiencing financial difficulties, a client issuing securities, a
client whose ownership is changing hands—such circumstances make the
reviewer more than normally cautious because of the abnormal professional
risk.
Finally, the reviewer is, or ought to be, influenced by the business climate.
Declining security values, corporate liquidity problems, even the most recent
disclosure in the press of some company's accounting debacle should remind
the reviewer that "These are dangerous times for auditors; the misfortune of
others could also be mine if I fail to be alert!"
THE REVIEW PROCESS
Let us now discuss the technique of making the initial management review
of workpapers. There will be no attempt to outline procedures or rules.
Reviewing papers is an art. How it is done reflects firm policies, the reviewer's
preferences and the circumstances under which the review is carried out.
•

Order of Approach. A review of workpapers should be systematic. At least
two orders of approach are possible. In one the reviewer proceeds from report
draft to general ledger trial balance to analyses. In the other he proceeds from
analyses to general ledger trial balance to report draft. Where group sheets
and/or consolidating worksheets are used, they too, of course, must be
reviewed.
In a small engagement where the report and papers are substantially
complete, starting with the report draft and comparing it with the papers give
the reviewer an overview of the financial statements and some familiarity
with the papers before he plunges into a detailed review of the worksheets.
More often than not, circumstances dictate that the reviewer look at
analyses as they become available, trace them to the trial balance and check
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out the report draft when it is finished. Meeting deadlines and having cleanup
work done before the audit team is released to another engagement make this
approach appropriate, especially on large audits.
•

Recording the Review. Some sort of system is required to help the reviewer
keep track of his work and leave a record of what he has done. For example:
Only the manager or partner who makes the initial review may use a green
pencil. Thus there is no confusion between his marks and those made by the
staff accountants on the worksheets. After the reviewer reads a sheet he
initials it and enters the date as evidence of his review. He also uses the green
pencil to make tick marks. The most important of these is the check that
shows he has traced a general ledger trial balance amount to the related
analysis. It tells him which accounts he has traced and reviewed, and which
accounts remain to be finished. Other tick marks may be used to show that
he has verified figures, dates, names, etc.
An important reviewer's tool is review notes. These are not to be confused
with the "to-do" or followup lists maintained by the senior accountant. As
the reviewer proceeds he lists deficiencies on comment paper. One list may
suffice on a small audit; for large ones a review-note sheet is best placed at the
front of each analysis. When the senior accountant or assistant remedies a
deficiency, he places his initials in the margin. As the reviewer inspects the
corrected worksheet he draws an " I " through the notes. When there is a
continuous vertical line from top to bottom he knows that all the
deficiencies noted on that sheet have been remedied. The sheet has served its
purpose and is destroyed.

•

General Considerations. Reviewing is essentially reading—not casual reading, but a critical consideration of the contents of the worksheet. Coupled
with this attention to detail must be a sense of perspective, and this is
gained initially from study of the general ledger trial balance. Among the
questions the reviewer is likely to ask himself at this point are the following:
• Is there an analysis for each general ledger account of material
amount? As to minor accounts and those with no balances, is the nature of
each account known, and does the balance, i f any, look reasonable?
• Has the balance in any account changed significantly from the prior
year's figure? If so, what business developments produced the change? Do
all such changes (or does the lack of change) make sense considering the
developments in the business during the period under consideration?
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• Does the analysis support the report grouping of the account balance,
and are all necessary disclosures contained in the report draft?
Another general consideration is that workpaper deficiencies are more
likely to consist of inadvertent omissions or oversights than of positive errors.
The reviewer, therefore, must be concerned not only with what is on the
worksheet but with what is not. A n item of necessary information may be
missing; a necessary audit procedure may have been overlooked.
Further, there is the danger that we may not have tied the audit evidence
together. For example, the minutes may mention a profit-sharing plan, and
the accrued-expense analysis may show no accrual for the annual contribution. Unless the senior or the reviewer notices this oversight, the audit team
has failed. Parenthetically, it should be noted that a cross-reference from the
minutes analysis to the accrued-expenses analysis would tell both senior
accountant and reviewer that this relationship had been checked. Otherwise,
senior and reviewer must mentally tie the two bits of information together.
The human mind being what it is, both may sometimes fail to do so.
•

Mechanical Features. As the reviewer reads each worksheet he watches for
mechanical defects. This is almost a subconscious process, since his thoughts
are, or ought to be, on more important matters. Yet, he will detect
shortcomings like the following:
Worksheets not properly headed for identification and filing
Worksheets not signed and dated by preparer and senior accountant
Tick marks not explained
Question marks or Xs indicating items not followed up
Incomplete or obscure sentences, spelling and grammatical errors
Cross-references omitted
While these matters may seem trivial, their presence tends to suggest
sloppy performance. Errors may lurk in the shadow of question marks, Xs
and incomplete comments.

•

The Audit Program. In all probability the most fundamental questions that
the reviewer must answer to his own satisfaction are: Was our audit program
complete, and were the timing and extent of our audit procedures
appropriate in the circumstances? These questions are not easily answered
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unless the firm has prescribed certain standards with respect to workpapers.
More specifically, a set of workpapers should contain the following:
•

An internal-control questionnaire or memorandum

• A work program setting forth each procedure to be performed and, if
critical, the time to perform each
• A clear indication in each analysis or in the related work program of
the extent of tests carried out under each procedure called for by the audit
program
When these materials are provided the reviewer can read the internalcontrol questionnaire and endorse the senior accountant's evaluation. Then
he can read the work program, concentrating on procedures inadvertently
omitted from the program and on those carried out at inappropriate times. If
the program calls for initials to indicate completion of each procedure, he can
watch for open spaces indicating work not done. When he reaches the
individual analysis he can view the audit evidence against the background of
the program he has read. An important matter to be considered is whether
work has been extended to reflect weak internal-control situations. Haskins &
Sells accomplishes this through the use of a statistical sampling selection
worksheet which shows monetary precision (MP) and reliability (R) factors
together with the random start for each sample selected. The reliability factor
reflects the internal-control situation affecting the procedure.
If such an approach through forms is not used, the reviewer's task is
greatly complicated. As he reads through the workpapers he must glean
information about internal controls from the various analyses. He must
decipher audit evidence, tick marks and explanations to determine precisely
what work was done. Finally, he must go through the mental gymnastics of
organizing this information to satisfy himself that an adequate audit program
was carried out. The chances of reviewer oversight are great in these
circumstances, and omissions of significant audit procedures may go
unnoticed. From this perspective, auditing "by the seat of the pants" is seen
as a dangerous practice and one that burdens the reviewer with added
problems.

•

The Audit Evidence. Not only must the reviewer consider the adequacy of
the audit program, he must read the audit evidence assembled in carrying out
the program. Without cataloguing endless details, we can try to sum up some
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of the things he is looking for as he reviews worksheets, memoranda,
confirmations, excerpts from minutes and contracts, etc. Since he is looking
for errors, omissions and shortcomings, the questions that flow through his
mind may be phrased in the negative.
•

Is any information required for report or tax-return purposes omitted?

On first audits this question is particularly troublesome. In SEC filings,
reviewer and staff must be familiar with Regulation S-X and form
requirements. A checklist may prove useful.
• Is any evidence missing that should be retained to show that the audit
program was carried out?
Confirmations not received, written representations not obtained and
prescribed forms not used are common omissions. Failure to follow up on
no-reply confirmation requests and documents not located may also be
encountered.
•

Is any evidence of questionable value contained in the analysis?

Unsigned confirmations, minutes and contracts that do not conform to
signed originals, and incomplete minute books are brought to mind by this
question.
• Is there any hint of unacceptable accounting policies, under- or
overconservative accounting estimates, inconsistencies, clerical errors or
original work not checked?
If the reviewer's answer is affirmative, it may lead to more work by the
audit staff. In other cases it may only be necessary to clarify the accountant's
findings and conclusions.
• Is there any lack of adequate documentation to support conclusions as
to the acceptability of accounting policies not common to all business, or
as to accounting estimates?
In this day of reporting by prescribed rules it is important to note in the
workpapers the authority or precedent on the basis of which one accepts any
accounting policy whose acceptability is not self-evident. In the matter of
accounting estimates, the auditor's self-defense may require assembling the
data necessary to demonstrate that the client's estimate had a rational and
objective basis and represents a reasonable result.
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• If minor errors have been passed without adjustment, have we failed to
summarize them and their overall effect on the financial statements?
It is recommended that every set of papers contain a summary listing all
errors not adjusted and showing the aggregate amounts by which assets,
liabilities, equity, revenue and expense are over- or understated. Obviously,
such amounts must not be material to the financial statements taken as a
whole.
• Is there any indication that we were unable to obtain adequate audit
evidence for forming a firm conclusion about any matter?
This question brings to mind at least three situations: (1) missing
documents or data may not be readily accessible because computer tapes have
been purged; (2) documentation may be retained at distant locations; (3)
there may be such imponderables as going-concern status or the probable
outcome of a lawsuit on which counsel is unwilling to give a firm opinion. In
the first two cases imaginative audit procedures may be indicated. The third
presents a report problem.
• Is there any evidence that we failed to relate all the parts of the audit
evidence and the accounts?
The reviewer will find himself continually cross-checking from one analysis
to another to see that items have not been overlooked. He will also read the
staff accountant's analytic review comments carefully to be satisfied that,
taken as a whole, the accounts make sense.
• When reliance is to be placed on client representations, have we failed
to state clearly who told us what and on what date, or have we relied on
oral evidence when written representations would be more satisfactory?
Vague references to discussions with the client are of dubious value. The
auditor may have talked to a clerk rather than an executive, and what was
said may be reported sketchily. Even the date may be important, should a
question arise later as to whether the client knew or did not know of a certain
development. Written representations on significant matters appear to be
superior evidence.
•

Has any item that requires report disclosure been omitted?

In a day of expanded disclosure requirements, this is a key question. As he
proceeds through the papers, the reviewer will trace to the draft or make a
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review note for followup of matters that require disclosure. Haskins & Sells
also uses checklists to prevent oversights, particularly with respect to APB
Opinions, FASB Statements and SEC Accounting Series Releases.
• Does the time record contain any indication that any audit procedures
were carried out at inappropriate times, or that the hours worked were not
commensurate with the materiality of the account in question?
The timing of some procedures may be critical—a simultaneous verification
of cash on hand, cash on deposit and marketable securities, for example.
Apart from the audit program and dates on worksheets, the time summary
shows the hours worked by days on each phase of the audit. A disproportionate amount of time on any phase may indicate fouled-up records, too
much testing or poor performance by an accountant.
• Is there any indication of known or suspected employee dishonesty
that has not been brought to the client's attention after the firm's
responsibility, if any, has been considered?
Frauds commenced in a prior year but discovered by the client during the
current year give the auditor pause. If the papers indicate unexplained
inventory shortages, poorly supported expense accounts or unauthorized
employee loans, for example, the firm's interest demands that the client's
management be told.
• Is there any indication of deficiencies in internal accounting control,
unsatisfactory records or unsatisfactory employee performance that have
not been communicated to the client?
Again, the firm protects its interest and serves the client by alerting
management to such situations.
AUDIT EFFICIENCY
Auditing is a profit-making activity. Clients, moreover, are cost conscious,
and inflation has sustained a thirty-five year spiral in hourly rates. Like other
segments of the economy, auditors ought to become more and more
productive. Otherwise, we are not good citizens in terms of social goals. The
reviewer, therefore, ought to give his attention to the efficiency of the audit
team. Accordingly, he concerns himself with such matters as:
Use of time budgets
Use of client-prepared schedules
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Use of statistical sampling to optimize extent of tests
Maximum spread of work away from peak overtime period
Use of client's computer or punched-card equipment in lieu of manual
operations
Use of client (or firm) file clerks and secretaries to reduce professional
time
Use of assistants to provide suitable mix of rates and train new men
Elimination of superfluous schedule preparation
Efficiency of approaches to audit procedures
Quality of performance of individual auditors
The unfortunate fact is that the reviewer who detects an inefficient
approach can do nothing about it except admonish the staff to do things
differently in the coming year. This points up. the desirability of manager and
partner participation in the planning stages of an audit. Reviewing the prior
year's papers to weed out inefficient approaches, briefing new staff, meeting
with the client to plan for work facilities and clerical assistance, and
counseling the senior as problems arise are much superior to an after-the-fact
review of audit efficiency. As for the staff, if our productivity as auditors is
to be increased there is a duty not to follow the prior year's papers blindly
and to seek help before time is wasted in abortive approaches.
CONCLUSION
There has been no intent here to dwell on the "how-to" of workpaper
review. Rather, the aim has been to emphasize the many dimensions of the
review process in terms of staff management, error prevention, audit
efficiency, auditing standards and reporting goals. As with any art, the
techniques of workpaper review reflect habit and personal preference. No
man enjoys freedom from error. As firms we will minimize error only
through training and supervision, including the review of workpapers that
have been prepared according to prescribed standards and built-in errorpreventive controls. Whether the auditor is a sole practitioner or an
international firm, the goals are identical. The prevention of error and the
avoidance of substandard work are essential if we are to meet our professional
and personal goals.
•

